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PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES IN THE KOREAN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY: AN ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
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ABSTRACT

The Korean construction industry has long provided a stable and strong power to the growth of the country’s economy since the 1970’s. The Korean construction activity continues to prosper nowadays as it is expected to rebound by 2.5% between 2015 and 2019. The government also continues to have high economic interest in all industry sector projects related to property investments in residential, commercial and infrastructure projects. However, analysts consider that the Korean economy is increasingly being over dependent on its construction industry. Many residential properties were designed, and for the most part still are, for single or young families. This may result in an unwelcome oversupply in the future especially with the ageing population. South Korea, with already 13.80% of elderly citizens, is expecting an elderly population rise up to 24.50% in 2030. This means that soon there will be a great demand on architects with design skills for senior citizens. This paper calls for addressing this critical demographic problem via the process of architectural constructions. The paper also suggests to work on a wide range of new and creative architectural models and gives a few recommendation to face all the contemporary and near future problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The construction sector is usually the largest economical sector having an important impact on the economic performance of any country. Its activities influence nearly every economical aspect in the country. It has a direct effect on the gross domestic product (GDP) and many socio-economic development goals such as employment, money supply, inflation and expenditure (Lewis, 2004).

In 1850, during a parliament discourse in Paris Martin Nadaud, a parliament member, pronounced what is known today by “Quand le batiment va, tout va!” (When the building trade is thriving, everything is thriving!), meaning that everyone can profit from the construction sector due to its strong linkage with other industrial sectors. There is a mutual influence between construction output and economic growth in any state. The rule goes as the following:

An economy that grows at a fast pace ⇐⇒ A construction sector that expands at a quick rate

Indeed, with any increasing construction output, a fast economic growth will follow, and on the other hand, an economic stagnation will affect negatively the construction industry (Erol et al., 2015). Construction expansion is directed by the economic growth and vice versa (Erol et al., 2015).

Recent markets analysis (Research and Markets, 2016) found that the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) (the mean annual growth rate of an investment) from 2016 to 2021 is forecast to rise at 5.5% as a result of urbanization rate and global population growth.

Hence, a successful real estate development market depends on the factors shown on figure 1.

![Figure 1 Real estate development market factors](Adapted from: Erol et al, 2015)

The global rural urbanization was estimated by a report published in 2014 by the United Nations (UN) to be approximately 3.4 billion and is expected to fall down to approximately 3.2 billion by 2050 (UN, 2014). Meanwhile, the global urban population is estimated to be 3.9 billion and will continue to grow to be close to 6.3 billion in 2050 (fig. 2) (UN, 2014).
The fast growing cities around the globe require a sustainable approach to improve the living standards of their population. Employment opportunities, transportation, energy, healthcare, infrastructures and dwellings are required to ensure a decent life for everyone. As the global urban expansion rise, sustainable development challenges in cities will increase too. There is an urgent need for governments to explore new ways of supporting affordable dwellings.

The global construction industry is expected to grow from US$ 9.5 trillion to US$ 15.5 trillion by 2030 (AECOM, 2016). The growth is forecast to be in the three construction industry main sector: Residential, commercial and infrastructure. Developing countries will continue their industrialization and developed countries will make up for years of underinvestment.

2. THE KOREAN CONSTRUCTION MARKET ANALYSIS

The Korean construction activity is expected to rebound by 2.5% between 2015 and 2019 (ITA, 2016), and there is an extensive interest by the government on the public sector projects: transportation and infrastructure (Turner and Townsend, 2016) since there is an important rise of tourists visiting Korea - from about 6 million in 2005 to more than 13 million visitors in 2015 (Korea Tourism Organization).

The construction inflation cost is negligible and the authorities are placing diverse measures to boost the housing demand such as low interest rates and fiscal stimulus (Turner and Townsend, 2016).

Analysts consider that the Korean economy is increasingly being overdependent on its construction industry (Yoon, 2016). As per rule, overdependence in this sector will result in an oversupply of residential buildings; the demand is affected negatively by the ageing population (Turner and Townsend, 2016). Dwellings are designed for young couples and singles, it is not suitable in a country which is said to become soon the world’s oldest country in 2045 (Korea Times, 2013).

The Korean economy has been hit by the oil prices fall. The plunging price of oil is affecting negatively both the fabrications and shipbuilding sectors (Turner and Townsend, 2016). More than that the political crisis after Ms. Park Geun-hye impeachment is making the country face great economic challenges, raising the unemployment rate to 5% (KOSIS, 2017a). However, the high rise of the unemployment rate is due to the immersion of the fresh graduate students into the job market, since they usually get graduated in every February of every year (fig.3).
3. CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INVESTMENTS

Korean construction industry suffers from skills shortage (Turner and Townsend, 2016), and the authorities are investing a huge amount of money to attract more skilled workmanship. Currently more than 1.5 million active workers in the Korean construction industry (KIOSIS, 2017b) and about 275,572 constructions permits were granted by the authorities only in the year 2016 (fig. 4), (KOSIS, 2017c).

US$6 million have been allocated by the government for the professional training of the construction manpower in an annual basis (Lee, 2015). This financial support was 50% less in 2014. The construction sector in Korea is in its full expansion and there is a continuous need of qualified workers.

More than 50% of the economic growth during the second quarter last year was achieved by the construction investments (Yoon, 2016).

The Korean government is investing US$10.8 billion (PR Newswire, 2016) to accommodate the Winter Olympic Games in Pyeongchang, 180km from Seoul, with all related infrastructures for this event. The foreign real estate investment was US$2.8 billion in 2015, while affordable housing is dominating this sector (PR Newswire, 2016).

There is a rise in the attribution of construction permits of different kind of buildings: residential, industrial and institutional.
4. FUTURE CONSTRUCTION TRENDS
Architectural design is one of the most influential factors in human lifestyle; from Imhotep designing Pyramids for Pharaohs in Egypt, to Frank Gehry designing in a deconstructivism style everywhere. Styles in architecture have been changing since decades following the economical, industrial and technological advancement and the evolving needs of human beings. In this article, I define the near future architectural trends that will affect in a great way the Korean lifestyle and needs thus the construction industry in these two elements:

4.1. SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Korea ranks as the eighth in terms of world energy consumption (World Energy Statistics, 2016). As an industrialized country, it will be quite difficult to reduce the energy use or the CO$_2$ emissions. As a response to global concerns of climate change and renewable resources shortage, the Korean government took the challenge of reducing the CO$_2$ emissions by 37% by 2030 across all sectors (Choi, 2015). However, how can Koreans reduce the greenhouse gas emissions without compromising their lifestyle?

From the 1970s, South Korea has undergone a rapid industrialization resulting in an important urbanization throughout the country (Benghida, 2014a; 2014b). The functionalist building style gained place over the vernacular architecture and the exposed concrete became the favorite construction material over wood and mud bricks (Lee et al, 2017, Benghida, 2016a). But since the 1990s, sustainability in architecture increasingly gained importance among architecture and engineering firms; the awareness about the global warming and the finite resources forced governments to adopt building codes demanding more livable cities and high energy efficiency buildings, for both new constructions and the existing building stock.

According to Korea Green Building Council (KGBC, 2017), cities are responsible for over 75% of global CO$_2$ emissions (KGBC, 2017). Korea reached an amount equal to 592 Mt of CO$_2$ emissions (Global Carbon Atlas, 2017), and only in the city of Seoul, buildings are responsible for 68% of its total CO$_2$ emissions (KGB, 2017). By updating cement plants, the use of green construction materials, renewable energy and ecological architecture, the building sector can contribute in a great way to this sustainable challenge and the contemporary climate crisis (Lee et al, 2017; Benghida, 2016b, 2016c, 2017).

4.2. UNIVERSAL DESIGN: HOW TO DESIGN FOR A KOREAN AGEING SOCIETY?
According to The World Bank (The World Bank, 2017), population aged 65 and above reached approximately 8.3% globally (fig.5), this became a contemporary global concern. Politicians, economists, and sociologies have an extensive interest about finding solutions for slowing this effect or dealing with the consequences of the engendered economic realm, however, for architects, this demographic transformation is a tough challenge.
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South Korea is not excluded too from this outnumber of elderly population rise (fig. 6), with already 13.80% of elderly citizens (KIOSIS, 2017c), soon the country will be categorized as an aging society when reaching the 14%, which is the minimum percentage set by the UN to define an aging society (Noh, 2016), and is expected to rise to 24.50% in 2030 (KIOSIS, 2017c).

There is an urgent need to train architecture students to become problem solvers in order to deal with these issues. Soon there will be a great demand on architects with design skills for senior citizens; both retrofitting existing dwellings and development of new housings will be a priority in Korea beside the design of the welfare facilities to accommodate different activities for them.

As designers, we need to find answers for these questions:

- How can the space be designed for seniors?
- How to adapt the accessibility for the seniors?
- How to design dwellings for an inter-generation society taking in consideration the income, the age and the ability?

Figure 7, shows the components that are necessary to design a sustainable age-friendly city.
5. CONCLUSION

Growth and progress sustain each other; the buildings are the physical evidence of cities’ progress, and without buildings there is no growth. Usually, the economists base their analysis on expectations because the future is uncertain. It is indeed quite hard to predict the future, especially when national or international politics affects directly the economic growth.

However, climate change is real, shortage of resources is a fact and so is the increase in the ageing population. Buildings have been built by population as homes and shelters for their activities since the beginning of the civilizations and will not stop; indeed, more infrastructures and more buildings are requested to the evolving population and the evolving lifestyle. Architects should be prepared and enough skilled to face these real contemporary and near future problems to be able face the sustainability challenge, the architectural mind need to evolve too.

The following are the recommendations for a better Korean future:

1. Improving specialized training and making the construction sector more attractive to architecture students, and facilitating their immersion in the construction market with practical knowledge following future trends.

2. Improving salaries, occupational health and professional training to attract the blue-collar workers.

3. Updating architecture programs in schools by a better and a deeper knowledge for ecological architecture and universal design.
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